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1. Revisions

2. Introduction

There has been a request from a library vendor to clarify the behavior when a Firmware Update Image tape is loaded in the drive.

3. Proposal

a. Need indication that the FMR tape has loaded or the drive is performing FMR so we do not timeout the load and assume it’s a bad tape. Other drives are indicating this by either setting the DAcc when the tape is “loaded” or by setting the DT Device Activity to “0C”. Either of these would allow the loader to understand the drive is “upgrading” and not to generate an error.

b. The customer needs some indication that the tape in the drive is not going to load (in the case were an Update tape is in the drive and the drive is not in FMR mode. What the customer likes the best is for the drive to generate a tape alert of TA Unsupported Fmt.